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Rally Software Defect Creation
API with Mandatory Fields

Question from Dhruv: We need to get the list of Mandatory fields prior to

the creation of a defect via API. Is there an API that gives us the list of Mandatory
fields and their properties (dropdown values if it’s a dropdown, for example)?
We’d like to convert the information into a proper UI and let the user create
Defects with those mandatory field values set?

Super Rally Software Answer: Yes! There is a way to do this, although I’m not
sure we have it properly documented.

You need to query the “TypeDefinition” endpoint. You can do that using the Name of your
object (Name = “Defect”). You can use whatever filter you’d like, it doesn’t have to be “Name”.
After that, you need to fetch the ‘Attributes’ field, which points to a JSON collection of the
fields (attributes) of that object type (Defect, in your case).
Next, make a direct call to the Attributes URL using a large enough ‘pagesize’ so you can
receive all of the ‘object-type fields.
When you do this, the returned JSON collection is for objects of type ‘AttributeDefinition’
and holds all of the fields of that object-type.
If you go over each of these field definitions, you can get its ObjectID and execute a
Read/Get method call to the ‘AttributeDefinition’ endpoint using that Object ID, see below.

This gets you the full definition of that field, which you can use to fetch the ‘Required’
field to tell you if the field is (or isn’t) required, see below.

You can use this approach to iterate over all your attributes to learn which are required.
You can’t make a direct query using a filter to only retrieve just the required fields,
though. You need to iterate over the entire collection of the attribute definitions and look
at each field to decide if it’s required or not.
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Story Points on Defects
Will the story points on defects be
counted towards burndown/burnup
& velocity charts?

Question from Patrick: We are trying to adopt an approach where

instead of having a story for each defect to count for efforts, we are trying to
assign story points (Plan Estimate Field Value) to defects in an iteration.
We have three questions about this approach:
1. Will this be counted towards burndown/burnup charts?
2. Will this also be counted towards the velocity chart?
3. Is there a different treatment/purpose for defects versus stories in Rally Software?

Super Rally Software Answer: Yes. If the Defects are scheduled into the itera-

tion along with Stories, all of the points assigned to both Work Product types (as well as
hours assigned to the tasks) will be counted in the burndown/burnup and velocity charts.

Got questions about using Rally Software?

Join the community today to get the answers you need.

